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 Cognitive distraction is one of the several contributory factors in road 
accidents. A number of cognitive distraction detection methods have been 
developed. One of the most popular methods is based on physiological 
measurement. Head orientation, gaze rotation, blinking and pupil diameter 
are among popular physiological parameters that are measured for driver 
cognitive distraction. In this paper, lips and eyebrows are studied. These new 
features on human facial expression are obvious and can be easily measured 
when a person is in cognitive distraction. There are several types of 
movement on lips and eyebrows that can be captured to indicate cognitive 
distraction. Correlation and classification techniques are used in this paper 
for performance measurement and comparison. Real time driving 
experiment was setup and faceAPI was installed in the car to capture driver’s 
facial expression. Linear regression, support vector machine (SVM), static 
Bayesian network (SBN) and logistic regression (LR) are used in this study. 
Results showed that lips and eyebrows are strongly correlated and have a 
significant role in improving cognitive distraction detection. Dynamic 
Bayesian network (DBN) with different confidence of levels was also used 
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World Health Organization (WHO) in 2009 has reported that approximately 1.3 million road users 
die every year on the world’s roads and from 20 to 50 million were sustained with non-fatal injuries [1]. The 
report was the first broad assessment of the road safety situation done for 178 countries. In 2010 Great 
Britain Annual Report for Road Casualties reported that there were a total of 208,648 casualties in road 
accidents. These casualties were 6% lower than in 2009. Out of these, 1850 people were killed and 22,660 
people were seriously injured [2]. Another key finding in this report was that 21% of fatalities were car 
occupants. Based on the number of casualties and fatalities reported in 2010, the UK government was 
estimated to spend around £ 15 billion in order to address this problem. Researchers all around UK have been 
encouraged to study causes and factors that caused road accidents. They have also been motivated to find 
solutions to reduce number of casualties and fatalities. Thus, active road safety research, has becomes very 
popular with many researchers looking for better prevention methods to reduce road accidents. Among 
contributory factors reported for road accidents, failed to look properly was the most frequently reported 
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contributory factor. Four out of five accidents reported under this factor indicated the reason to be driver or 
rider error or reaction. Failed to look properly factor is actually contributed by many factors. However, the 
most basic factor is from driver’s or pedestrian’s behavior. Many factors can cause a driver or a pedestrian to 
make an error and lead to functional failure whenever a decision has to be made. If a driver makes a mistake, 
it is usually because of both the external and internal conditions in which he was still performing his activity 
but did not enable him to cope with the demands appropriately [3]. Cognitive distraction is one such factor 
that can lead a driver into failure to look properly. It can reduce driver’s capability to evaluate the current 
driving situation and notice sudden events and may lead to poor decisions when interacting with the road 
environment and with other road users [4]. Whenever a driver is required to make a quick decision while 
driving the car, he may accidently make a wrong decision and consequently take a wrong action. Cognitive 
distraction can make a driver enter a state calls looked but failed to see (LBFTS). A driver in this state might 
has his visual focuses on the road, but fails to see. Pedestrians, cyclists or other drivers, who are usually at the 
left and right sides, are at a high risk to get involved in an accident [5]. Therefore, it is important to find a 
way to detect this state and to prevent a driver from getting distracted cognitively. Previous study has showed 
that mouth and eye movements are highly correlated to each other when drivers were cognitively distracted 
[6]. These findings can be extended to looking specifically at new features such as lips and eyebrows. In this 
chapter, correlation between those two features were studied and presented in a linear regression model 
where their correlation coefficient was found to have a strong correlation. This strong correlation proved that 
lips and eyebrows are related to each other when a driver is cognitively distracted. A real time road 
experiment was conducted with 10 experienced drivers. Based on data collected four algorithms were 
investigated and compared in terms of average accuracy of distraction detection-support vector machine 
(SVM), static bayesian network (SBN) and logistic regression (LR) and dynamic bayesian network (DBN). 
The algorithms were also used to measure tp-rate, fp-rate, and precision, recall and f-measure or f-score 
which indicate amount or rate of classification on the driver’s distraction.  
  
 
2. PROPOSED METHOD 
2.1.  Looked but failed to see (LBFTS) 
Driver’s behaviors involve emotion, experience, attention, intention, vigilance and other factors 
involved during the driving activity. These behaviors are closely related to driving safety. As the surrounding 
world is far too rich for human perception capacities, hence in order to cope with this complexity, only 
relevant information is extracted by some specific filters in human beings [7]. Cognitive filter is the most 
important filter when it comes to a driving system. It impedes integration of information and the knowledge 
associated with them. Failing to do this might lead a driver into a state of LBFTS [8]. Research by the 
department for transport [9], has found that human perceptual errors were the predominant contributory 
factor where it contributed about 46% of all categories of contributory factor recorded. Within this perceptual 
factor, LBFTS was the third most frequently recorded contributory factor with 17% accounting from all other 
factors. Inattention was the highest contributory factor with 28% followed by misjudgment of others path or 
speed with 21%. There are two types of error that meet the criteria for LBFTS: i) when a driver searches the 
traffic environment over-selectivity for example looking for a large vehicles and overlooking the pedestrians 
or cyclist, ii) when a driver searches for features which distinguish hazardous from non-hazardous objects for 
instance location, orientation and speed but fail to integrate those features into a coherent danger image.  
In this study, this scenario occurred several times. This state of mind made some of the drivers lost 
their attention and hence failed to recognize their surrounding and sometime even failed to respond to the 
question given during the experiment. After the experiment, the drivers were interviewed. Some of them 
mentioned that, they lost in focus on the surroundings or failed to respond appropriately to the asked 
questions since they were focusing on the shuttle bus moving in front of them or on the incoming one. They 
were struggling with the decision as to whether to overtake the bus or keep tailing behind it and some of them 
even failed to respond appropriately when stopping before the zebra crossing line or driving onto the road 
humps/bumps along the route due to the diversion of attention. The drivers were more concerned about the 
bus in front of them as they assumed it was the hazardous object for them and hence they tended to neglect 
their surroundings.  
The situation above is well described in [10]. Cognitive processing monitors the environment to 
maintain awareness of other vehicles and makes decisions on when to change lanes based on the current 
mental state. There should be sufficient amount of attention needed for driving control, situation awareness 
and non-related driving tasks. 
 
IF my current goal is to check for a lane change 
& my current speed is less than the desired speed 
& there is a lead car blocking further acceleration 
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& there is enough room in the other lane 
THEN initiate a lane change for passing 
 
If one or more of the condition in the IF statement above is not satisfied during lane changing the 
driver can be in an unsafe state. This could occur as the driver requires attention for more than one single task 
at that time and hence may ignore some of them. A theory was proposed about cognitive mechanisms that 
guide a deliberation process which involves making decisions under uncertainty [11]. Drivers with 
uncertainty usually require a lot of cognitive loading before a decision can be made. They need to integrate 
both information from the external environment and information from the individual’s associative memory as 
determinants before a possible action to be taken and evaluated in a deliberation process. 
 
2.2.  Lips and eyebrows in cognitive distraction 
A few papers have studied distractions based on lips and eyebrows. Rongben et al. [12] was found 
that lips movement can be used to detect a driver yawning or having a conversation while driving. A very 
significant finding can be found in this article that can be used to detect driver fatigue distraction. Eyebrows 
can also be used to determine whether a person is concentrating or focusing [13]. It was found that eyebrows 
can be useful to indicate human perception of focus. Nevertheless, the research did not take into account a 
driving environment. However, it was proved that perception of focus and eyebrows are correlated to each 
other.  
When a person is cognitively distracted or thinking, lips and eyebrows are the two obvious moving 
features on a person’s face and therefore these two features can be used to detect cognitive distraction [14]. 
Figure 1 as shown in was taken in a car where the participant was asked to give a normal expression and 
thinking expression (cognitive distracted) [15]. It can easily distinguish between non-distracted facial 





Figure 1. Non-distracted face and distracted face 
 
 
People in cognitive distraction, often furrow or perplex their brows when concentrating and also 
purse their lips when conducting mental searches [17]. The thinking facial expression is usually related with 
the eyes looking up away or down at the ground and it usually combined with the use of biting the lower lip. 
A person with cognitive distraction usually will have behaviors as listed in Table 1. 
 
 
Table 1. Lips and eyebrow behaviors when a person in cognitive distraction [18] 
Lips Eyebrows 
Moving lips- 
Lips moving in the shape of words but without making sounds 
mean the person is thinking. Rolling in the lips sign of uncertainty 
and accompanying with lowered eyebrows. 
 
Protruding lips- 
Both lips pressed together and pushed out generally indicate doubt. 
If the finger touches them, it may indicate internal thinking. 
Furrowed brow- 
Concentration may also be shown in the forehead as the 
eyebrows are brought together as the listener seeks to hear and 
understand the other person. 
 
Middle-lowered eyebrow- 
When the middle of the eyebrows is pulled down so they slope 
inwards, this shows that the person is intense concentration. 
 
 
Matsumoto and Ekman [17] mentioned that facial musculature is fairly unique. It includes somatic 
muscles in the body attached on one side to bone and the other to skin and make facial movements to be 
specialized for expression. Face is one of the body places where some muscles are not attached to any bone at 
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all. For instance orbicularis oculi muscle is a muscle surrounding the eyes and orbicularis oris is the muscle 
in the lips. Thus, there is no one to one correspondence between structure and function in some facial 
muscles, meaning that, facial expression is only possible with a group of facial movements. In this study it 
has been proved that lips and eyebrows can be grouped together for a thinking expression. In our experiment, 
a toolkit called faceAPI [18] was used to capture movements on eyebrows and lips. Both right and left 
eyebrows have three different muscles representing three different face landmarks (FLM) [15] as shown in 
Figure 2: 300, 301, 302 for right eyebrows (presented by circles in red) and 400, 401, 402 for left eyebrows 
(presented by circles in black). Lips can be categorized into two groups of FLM. Outer lip contour (presented 
by circles in brown): 100, 101, 102, 103, 104 and 105. Inner lip contour (presented by circles in pink): 200, 
201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206 and 207. Each group represents as one node or feature for data classification 
later. Thus, the model from this study will have 7 nodes with groups of face landmarks. Those 7 nodes are: i) 
right eyebrow, ii) left eyebrow, iii) inner lips, iv) outer lips, v) head position, and vi) head rotation and 





Figure 2. Face landmarks (FLM) 
 
 
3. RESEARCH METHOD 
In the experiment participants were required to drive the car in Loughborough University, from 
Holywell Park at one side of the campus to the Haslegrave Building at the center of the campus and turn back 
to Holywell Park as shown in Figure 3. The route is around 3.1 miles and one lane per direction. It consists of 





Figure 3. Experiment’s route 
 
 
During the experiments, oncoming traffic was present, however the overall traffic density was 
moderate. Drivers were driving during daytime under various weather conditions. The experiments were 
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conducted during early spring and the temperatures were around 5 to 10 degree celsius. Contextual 
information like weather, temperature, traffic condition and road were considered in this study. Every 
participant who was involved in the experiment had a similar period of time and road condition. The 
experiment was run during day time from 9 am to 3 pm. The weather during the experiment was also 
consistent where the temperature was ranged between 5 to 10 degrees celsius. Traffic condition during the 
experiment was also not very heavy. Therefore, the contextual information among participant is considered 
similar. 10 experienced drivers were involved in this experiment. All participants are male. Their ages are 
between 21 years old to 36 years old. On average they have been driving for at least 4 years. Each driver 
participated on one run without distraction and another one run with distraction. Overall, 10 runs were made 
with the driver being attentive and 12 runs while the driver were distracted. 2 runs were wrong runs because 
the drivers were mistakenly took a wrong route. The wrong runs affected the experiments because the 
situational awareness questions have to be changed. For instance, the questions about shuttle bus stop, 
humps, signboard and zebra crossing were required to be changed due to the wrong route taken by the 
drivers. Therefore those two runs were eliminated. Non-distracted experiment lasted around 13 to 18 minutes 
for each run and the distracted experiment lasted around 24 to 32 minutes depending on the drivers’ speed. 
The average speed for each driver was around 12 to 20 miles per hour. Speed limit on campus is 15 miles per 
hour. The car used in this experiment was an automatic transmission car.  
Each driver was required to drive along the route twice. First round was the control experiment 
where the driver was not distracted with any type of distraction. In this first round, the driver was asked to 
familiarize with the car and the route. This round has been labeled as control/baseline/non-distracted 
experiment. Second round was the task experiment where the driver was distracted with both manual and 
visual distractions. As in [18], driving is a multitasking activity that requires the drivers to divide their 
attention with various driving and non-driving related tasks. Thus, to operate this multitasking activity, the 
drivers need to be experienced, well in emotion, motivated, vigilance and highly attentive while driving as in 
Figure 1. This second round was also denoted as distracted/task experiment. After the drivers familiarized 
themselves with the car and route showed to them, they were asked to drive down the same route while 
performing some additional tasks in addition to driving. Ten typical tasks were given as distraction 
conditions and these tasks were applied to all drivers: i) identify pedestrians, ii) recognize the road signboard, 
banner and poster, iii) identify road speed limit and respond accordingly, iv) converse with the experimenter, 
v) using mobile phone (iPhone) to find words, contact numbers or used the phone applications like weather, 
calculator or messages, vi) recognize model and registration number plate from the car in-front. Read from a 
pamphlet, vii) find contact number and price on the pamphlet. answer some simple arithmetic questions, viii) 
collect a bottle on the floor of the car and pass it to the experimenter, and ix) adjust the radio settings. 
Cognitive distraction was triggered from the above tasks. The car was equipped with the face 
tracking and feature extraction faceAPI toolkit. A normal web camera was used and it was attached to the 
dashboard of the car as in Figure 4. Since the drivers were allowed to adjust the seats accordingly to their 
preferences, the web camera was also adjusted to ensure that it can capture the full face of a driver. The 
experiment setup for this study was shown in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b). The camera was mounted on the 
dashboard and the laptop for collecting the data was set at the passengers’ seat. Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(d) 
showed the participant involved in the experiment. Instructions were read to the participant and every 
movement in the vehicle was recorded. For each driver, as shown in Figure 1, a snapshot picture was taken 
for every round of driving. These pictures can be used to demonstrate the differences between facial 
expression during distracted and not distracted. From these pictures, obvious movements can be found on the 
drivers’ facial features in distracted picture in comparison with the not distracted picture. In this paper, the 




    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
 
Figure 4. Experiment setup: (a) faceAPI toolkit setup, (b) faceAPI initializing, (c) driver is driving,  
and (d) after the experiment 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This section discussed about the results received from the experiment. Several algorithms are used 
to analyze the data from the experiment by computing regression, correlation and accuracy rate. 
 
4.1.  Linear regression model and correlation 
Correlation between lips and eyebrows were analyzed with linear regression method. Linear 
regression is an approach to modelling the relationship between a scalar variable Y and one or more 
explanatory variables denoted X. The equation for linear regression is [19]: 
 
𝑌 =  𝑚𝑋 +  𝑏 
 
where m is the slope and b is the intercept. 
A driver’s distraction or non-distraction was the scalar variable whereas lips and eyebrows were the 
explanatory variables. Each driver had an average of 1380 seconds total of data frames which were divided 
into two groups: distracted and non-distracted. In our previous study, correlation between height of eye 
movement and mouth movement and width of eye movement and mouth movement were analyzed with 
pearson-r correlation [15]. On an average, the correlation r value between those features was around 0.7635 
and gave a very strong relationship between them.  
In this study, linear regression model was used for two reasons. First, it was used to obtain the 
correlation coefficient between type of experiments (distracted or non-distracted) and the features (lips and 
eyebrows). Thus, it can be used to analyze how a lip data varies with the eyebrows data when drivers were 
distracted and not distracted. Secondly it was used to predict the value of lips from eyebrows or value of 
eyebrows from lips. For example it can be used to predict the movement of lips when the eyebrows move at 
certain value. Thus, if the movement on lips is increasing, the movement on eyebrows will also increase. 
Significantly, lips and eyebrows are proportionally moving to each other.  
For the first objective, each driver set of data was trained with linear regression model and the 
correlation coefficient (r-value) was taken. On an average, during the distracted experiment, the correlation 
coefficient between distraction and the selected features was 0.70598 and during the non-distracted 
experiment it was only 0.30527 as shown in Table 2. The difference between distracted and non-distracted 
was around 40.071% which is a big difference to distinguish whether a driver is distracted or not. Again, 
0.70598 indicated that lips and eyebrows have a strong positive linear relationship with cognitive distraction 
via a firm linear rule.  
Secondly, the linear regression model also exhibited a linear regression equation between lips and 
eyebrows. This equation is useful to predict the value for lips from eyebrows or vice versa. Since the second 
objective was to find the best line that fits both features (lips and eyebrows), the data in the distracted 
experiment was combined all together and to gave a total of 6900 data frames (690 frames x 10 drivers). If 
lip is X variable and eyebrow is Y variables, the best line fits both variables is: 
 
𝐸𝑦𝑒𝑏𝑟𝑜𝑤 =  (0.9002 ×  𝐿𝑖𝑝𝑠)  +  0.5109 
 
the line is a positive line with a slope equal to 0.9002. Correlation coefficient for this second purpose is 
0.7162 which again depicts a strong correlation between those two features.  
 
 
Table 2. Linear regression model 
Brows and 
Lips 






















Driver1 0.6492 0.1829 0.2537 690 0.4381 0.0254 0.0682 690 
Driver2 0.6904 0.1654 0.2448 690 0.5832 0.0283 0.0617 690 
Driver3 0.7394 0.185 0.2609 690 0.2293 0.0151 0.064 690 
Driver4 0.5928 0.2224 0.3092 690 0.155 0.0158 0.075 690 
Driver5 0.6344 0.2332 0.2977 690 0.3306 0.0223 0.0716 690 
Driver6 0.7113 0.2453 0.3145 690 0.2102 0.0175 0.0742 690 
Driver7 0.8251 0.1972 0.2666 690 0.45 0.0256 0.0757 690 
Driver8 0.6546 0.317 0.3754 690 0.2133 0.0182 0.0742 690 
Driver9 0.7943 0.1443 0.2148 690 0.2262 0.018 0.074 690 
Driver10 0.7683 0.154 0.2244 690 0.2168 0.0172 0.0741 690 
AVERAGE 0.70598 0.20467 0.2762 690 0.30527 0.02034 0.07127 690 
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4.2.  Distraction detection using different algorithms 
All features captured by faceAPI including head position, head rotation, lips and eyebrows were 
used. Scatter diagram was also used for correlation. However, for the scatter diagram, only lips and eyebrows 
under distracted are used. Data was sub-divided into two groups. The first group of data consisted of lips, 
eyebrows, head rotation and head position, with lips and eyebrows. The second group of data contained only 
head position and head rotation, i.e. without lips and eyebrows.  
Three different types of classification algorithms were used: SBN, SVM, and LR, for accuracy or 
successful rate comparison. Later in this section, these three algorithms will be compared with DBN. 
Classification is the process of generalizing known structure to apply to new data. Classification accuracy is 
the number of instances which are correctly classified. It is a ration of the successfully classified data divides 
with the total number of the data. 
Figure 5 as shown there is a significant difference between the group with lips and eyebrows and the 
one without lips and eyebrows in every classification algorithms. SVM was the best classification method in 
these three algorithms to classify whether the drivers were cognitively distracted. With SVM, data with lips 
and eyebrows was 79.58% correctly classified and without lips and eyebrows was 71.19% of the data was 
correctly classified. Thus, it clear that data pertaining to lips and eyebrows has higher classification accuracy 
(of the order of 8.39%) as compared to the data set without lips and eyebrows. Logistic regression had an 
accuracy of 75.85% with lips and eyebrows and 68.41% without lips and eyebrows. It can be seen that, LR is 






Figure 5. Accuracy of distraction detection comparison 
 
 
The comparison between data with lips and eyebrows and data without lips and eyebrows was made 
from distracted and non-distracted groups. The data set consists of 50% from distracted group and 50% from 
non-distracted group. The training was conducted with 2/3 of the data and the testing was tested with rest of 
the data.  
Data with lips and eyebrows was also analyzed for its true positive rate (TP), false positive rate 
(FP), f-score (F-measure), precision and recall. TP rate calculates the true positive rate with respect to a 
particular class and this is defined as correctly classified positives divided by the total number of positives 
[20]. FP rate for a particular class is computed as incorrectly classified negatives divided by the total number 
of negatives. FP rate can also be calculated as 1-TP. Precision is calculated as correctly classified positives 
divided by the total values predicted as positive. Recall is also equal to TP rate value and its calculation is the 
same as TP rate. Finally, F-measure or f-score is calculated as: 
 
𝑓 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 2 [
 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 ×  𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 +  𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
] 
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f-measure weighted average of the precision and recall values from this cognitive distraction detection. The  
f-measure maximum value is 1 and minimum value when it is 0. 
From Figure 6 it can be seen that, SVM’s TP rate, F-measure, precision and recall values are the 
highest among those three whereas its FP rate is the lowest. Basically, precision value in cognitive distraction 
tells the proportion of the cognitive distraction which truly have classified over the total classified cognitive 
distraction. Recall was also sometime referred as TP rate is a proportion classified as cognitively distracted 
over the actual total in cognitive distraction. Therefore, F-measure is the weighted average from both 





Figure 6. Distraction detection comparisons of LR, SVM and SBN 
 
 
4.3.  DBN for driver cognitive distraction 
DBN is used to describe how variables influence each other over time based on the model derived 
from past data. A DBN contains a pair of information that models the temporal process by specifying a 
probability distribution for: 
 





𝑡 , . . ., 𝑋1
𝑡} 
 
is a set of discrete random variables that represents the state of a temporal process at a discrete time point 𝑡 
[22]. 𝐺 is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with the nodes corresponding to the random variables in 𝑋0 and 𝑋1 
. Θ is a set of parameters specifying a conditional probability distribution for each node 𝑋1
𝑡  in 𝐺 given its 
parents 𝑃𝑎(𝑋1




𝑡 ), 𝐺, Θ) 
 
DBNs can also be defined by a pair of where is a prior knowledge or network and is a transition network. In 
DBN, joint distribution is important, given two random variables X and Y defined on the same probability 
space, the joint distribution for X and Y defines the probability of events related to both X and Y. For a given 
DBN model the joint distribution for X over X [0], X [1], …, X [T] is: 
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where 𝑃𝐵→ is a transition model. DBN in this paper was developed in MATLAB by using a Bayesian network 






Figure 7. DBN model with face and head parameters 
 
 
The DBN model was created with three different confidence levels: 50%, 70% and 90%. Data from 
all the ten drivers was used to check the accuracy of cognitive distraction detection. Features used to develop 
this DBN model include inner and outer lips, right and left eyebrows, head position and head rotation which 
are similar to SVM, SBN and LR features. 
On average, with 50% of confidence level, DBN detected the driver’s cognitive distraction with an 
accuracy of 84.82%. At a confidence level of 70%, the accuracy of detection is only 74.80%. At 90%, the 
accuracy for cognitive distraction with DBN was even lesser, at only 59.59%.  
Confidence level is a statement about likelihood that the interval obtained actually has the true 
parameter value. For an instance, assume there is a true, fixed value of θ. Given by the assumption, data can 
be used to get an estimation of θ ( ). Once the estimated value has been assessed, the location where the true 
value is in relation to the estimation can be found. 
In this ayesian approach, assume that the true value is a random variable. Thus, the uncertainty 
about the true parameter value is imposed by a prior distribution on the true parameter vector. By 
constructing the posterior distribution for the parameter vector, the prior distribution and the data can be 
blended together. To know the extent of uncertainty at point of estimation, the interval can be constructed as: 
 
𝑃(𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝜃)  ≤  𝜃 ≤  𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝜃))  =  0.95 
 
The value of 0.95 is changeable depending on the interval required for the true parameter value located. 
Almost every bayesian network has a confidence level at ≥0.5. Most of the time, the confidence level in 
bayesian network is depending on the distribution of the data values [24]. In this study data values are mostly 
distributed around or above 0.5. Standard deviation between drivers on the accuracy was also measured. This 
standard deviation showed a difference between accuracy of detection among drivers. 
As shown in Figure 8, at confidence level of 70%, the standard deviation on the accuracy rate 
between drivers is the lowest, at 3.62. However at 90% confidence level, the difference of accuracy rate 
between the drivers is the highest with 8.49. As can be seen in Table 3, accuracy rates between drivers in CL 
50% and CL 90%, the differences of each rate are bigger compared to the accuracy rate in CL 70%. Clearly 
in the table, range for accuracy rate in CL 70% for each driver is in between 70 to 84. However, range for CL 
50% is in between 72 to 93 and range for CL 90% is in between 50 to 72. Since the range gap in CL 70% is 
the smallest, thus, the standard deviation for CL 70% is the lowest among these three confidence levels.  
DBN was then compared with the other three types of classification algorithms used earlier: SVM, 
SBN and LR. Same features were again employed in the DBN model: inner lips, outer lips, right eyebrow, 
left eyebrow, head position and head rotation. Previously, SVM was the best performance algorithm with the 
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most correctly classified driver cognitive distraction. SBN being the next and LR last. However, with DBN, 
the accuracy rate or correctly classified data was closer to 85% when the DBN model was built with a 50% 
confidence level and it is the only classification algorithm that gave an accuracy rate above 80%. DBN with 
confidence level of 50% is more important compared to 70% or 90% confidence level because, at 50% of 
confidence level, many true data can be classified as true at which the accuracy rate reached 84.82. These 
results are presented as shown in the Figure 9. 
 
 
Table 3. DBN distraction detection accuracy 
Accuracy of Cognitive Distraction 
Detection 
Confidence Level (CL) 
50% 70% 90% 
Drivers 
Driver 1 72.5362 70.6522 50.2899 
Driver 2 75.942 72.6812 50.5072 
Driver 3 78.0435 72.8986 50.7246 
Driver 4 78.4058 73.0435 52.7536 
Driver 5 80.2174 73.2609 54.7826 
Driver 6 91.1594 73.6232 62.5362 
Driver 7 92.4638 74.9275 63.5507 
Driver 8 92.5362 75.4348 65.2174 
Driver 9 93.2609 76.9565 72.6812 










Figure 9. Comparison on average of accuracy rate for every algorithm used in this study 
 
 
Features from DBN model earlier were basically captured by faceAPI and they are more physical 
and their movements can be captured normal web camera. However, the features in the extended version 
model are only able be captured with infrared camera. The additional features captured by faceLAB machine 
and they are gaze rotation (left and right eyes) and blinking frequency. Those features are proposed in [24] 
and [25]. The extended model contained 9 nodes: distraction, blinking frequency, right eye gaze rotation, left 
eye gaze rotation, head rotation, outer lip, inner lip, right eyebrow and left eyebrow as in Figure 10. From this 
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new DBN model, head position has been removed because its information was not really useful to detect 
cognitive distraction. There are a few studies were also used head rotation for their detection [24], [25].  
Table 4 as shown in give a full description on each feature used in the experiment. 
The vehicle setup to capture the final DBN model was set just like in Figure 11. The route mapping 
for this experiment was just like in Figure 3. Results in this final experiment were compared. Two groups of 
features are received as in Table 5. First group was imitating the features taken as in the previous experiment 
where only lips, eyebrows and head are taken. Second group contained all the features captured from the 





Figure 10. Extended DBN model (final experiment) 
 
 




blink Blinking frequency 
R-gaze Right eye gaze rotation 
L-gaze Left eye gaze rotation 
Head Head rotation 
R-Brow Right eyebrow 
L-Brow Left eyebrow 
InLip Inner lip 





Figure 11. Vehicle setup for final experiment 
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Table 5. DBN model accuracy for final experiment (1st and 2nd groups)  
1st Group 2nd Group  
Lips, Eyebrows, and Head Lips, Eyebrows, Head, Gaze, and Blinking 
CL 50% CL 70% CL 90% CL 50% CL 70% CL 90% 
Driver 1 75.6412 67.1457 54.3112 81.7412 73.3466 65.4112 
Driver 2 75.911 68.3241 55.556 82.6173 73.355 65.4221 
Driver 3 76.4345 68.766 56.0472 82.9721 73.8667 65.6385 
Driver 4 77.8821 69.043 56.4325 83.334 74.5812 66.5415 
Driver 5 78.315 69.5619 56.8671 83.8577 75.0113 67.1443 
Driver 6 79.9246 70.2367 58.7265 84.6413 75.7222 69.166 
Driver 7 80.0613 71.5433 59.3557 84.8666 76.443 69.4312 
Driver 8 80.7556 72.7778 59.6781 85.514 76.512 69.8556 
Driver 9 80.9861 72.8125 60.0024 86.6678 77.0001 69.8913 
Driver 10 83.0334 72.9766 60.3225 87.011 77.8999 69.8934 
Driver 11 83.5446 73.334 61.4804 89.4778 78.2454 69.9255 
Driver 12 84.222 74.6125 61.5146 89.899 78.6888 70.043 
Driver 13 85.6813 74.8064 62.004 90.5728 79.0055 70.3691 
Driver 14 85.799 75.0367 62.3581 90.8714 79.4567 70.432 
 
 
Just like in previous experiment, three different confidence levels are used: 50%, 70% and 90%. 
From the first group results, on average, the 50% confidence level is the highest accuracy compares to the 
other confidence level. In 50% confidence level the average accuracy from each driver is 80.59%. In 70% 
confidence level the average accuracy is 71.49% and in 90% confidence level the average accuracy is 
58.90% which is the lowest average accuracy compared to the other two levels. From the second group, in 
50% of confidence level the average accuracy is 86% which is again the highest accuracy. In 70% confidence 
level the average accuracy is 76.37% and in 90% of confidence level the average accuracy is 68.51%. By 
comparing both groups, the average accuracy in 50% of confidence level is always the highest accuracy and 
the 90% of confidence level is always the lowest. From the results it can be found that, many data 
distributions are captured around 0.50 and above and a few are captured above 0.90. Results received above 
also showed that, when the features were fused with other promising features (blinking and gaze), the 
average accuracy is able to be enhanced. By comparing both groups in 50% of confidence level, the average 
accuracy for the first group is only 80.59% but when more features are combined, the average accuracy is 
boosted up to 86%. This is also happened in 70% and 90% of confidence level. 
Basically the results from first and second groups can be presented as in shown the Figure 12. As 
can be seen, whenever features from first group combined with blinking and gaze rotation, the averages 
accuracy are getting higher for every confidence level. Next a comparison was made between those features 
with lips and eyebrows and without lips and eyebrows as shown in Table 6. Group A contained head, 
blinking and gaze whereas group B contained lips, eyebrows, head, blinking and gaze. 
Again, on average of accuracy, with confidence level of 50%, the accuracy is the highest among the 
confidence levels. From group A, the average accuracy in 50% of confidence level is 81.3%. In 70% of 
confidence level the average accuracy is 74.5% and in 90% of confidence level the average accuracy is 
65.71%. This shown that, with lips and eyebrows added in the cognitive distraction the average accuracy will 
get higher. With lips and eyebrows, in 50% of confidence level, the average accuracy is improved by 4.7%. 
In 70% of confidence level the improvement is 1.9% and in 90% of confidence level the accuracy has been 





Figure 12. Average accuracy comparison between 1st group and 2nd group 
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Table 6. DBN model accuracy for final experiment (group A and group B)  
Group A Group B  
Head, Gaze, and Blinking Lips, Eyebrows, Head, Gaze, and Blinking 
CL 50% CL 70% CL 90% CL 50% CL 70% CL 90% 
Driver 1 77.552 69.7778 58.1042 81.7412 73.3466 65.4112 
Driver 2 78.8311 69.9071 60.1889 82.6173 73.355 65.4221 
Driver 3 79.2983 71.0419 61.4223 82.9721 73.8667 65.6385 
Driver 4 79.6513 71.8756 62.7563 83.334 74.5812 66.5415 
Driver 5 79.9031 72.4592 63.9 83.8577 75.0113 67.1443 
Driver 6 80.055 73.53 65.0731 84.6413 75.7222 69.166 
Driver 7 80.5777 74.8724 66.4892 84.8666 76.443 69.4312 
Driver 8 80.9486 75.8251 66.889 85.514 76.512 69.8556 
Driver 9 81.1844 75.98 67.2145 86.6678 77.0001 69.8913 
Driver 10 82 76.5814 68.6667 87.011 77.8999 69.8934 
Driver 11 83.7392 77.0716 68.9104 89.4778 78.2454 69.9255 
Driver 12 84.5644 77.3667 69.5861 89.899 78.6888 70.043 
Driver 13 84.7919 77.9641 70.0042 90.5728 79.0055 70.3691 





Figure 13. Average accuracy comparison between group A and group B 
 
 
Based on the comparisons made, it is clearly showed that with lips and eyebrows added to blinking, 
gaze and head rotation can improve the performance of driver cognitive distraction detection. This 
improvement showed that lips and eyebrows are easily to be detected and also useful to determine whether a 
driver is cognitively distracted or not. Nevertheless, compared to SVM, SBN and LR, DBN is a better 
classification algorithm than other three with 50% of confidence level. Generally, Bayesian networks has a 
number of advantages over other type of classification algorithms:  
a. Bayesian networks visually represent all the relationships between the features used to detect driver 
cognitive distraction. The relationships were shown with connecting arcs. 
b. It is easy to recognize the dependence and independence between various nodes. For an instance, nodes 
distract as in Figure 10 are depending to the previous nodes distract in the system. 
c. Bayesian networks can handle situations where the data set either from distracted or no distracted is 
missing or incomplete since the model accounts for dependencies between all features.  
d. Bayesian networks can even maps driver cognitive distraction where it is not feasible or practical to 
measure all features used due to system constraints (costs, not enough sensors).  
e. Help to model noisy systems.  




DBNs provide a better and viable detection method for driver cognitive distraction. DBN models 
developed from this paper are created based on the real time experiment. Results comparison made between 
DBN and other traditional algorithms like SVM, logistic regression and static Bayesian network has showed 
that DBN are outperformed them in every confidence levels. Physiological features are captured from two 
different machines: faceAPI and faceLAB and both machines provide different type of features. faceAPI 
provides lips, eyebrows and head data whereas faceLAB captures head, blinking and gaze data. Data from 
captured from both machines are the fused and compared. Data are collected in a real car and in a real 
environment where up to 14 drivers are volunteered to participate. On road contextual information in a more 
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diverse set of conditions is considered. Major contribution from this paper is when lips and eyebrows are 
combined with head, gaze and rotation it improved the average accuracy for driver cognitive distraction 
detection. This showed that lips and eyebrows are not physically and easily to detect but they are also capable 
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